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ABSTRACT 

This work presents a new approach, which allows fast and accurate site suitability 

assessments of a wind turbine design class even at early stages of a wind farm project.  

Wind turbines are type certified into a number of design classes from IA to IIIC following 

the IEC61400-1 ed. 3 standard. Each design class defines a set of wind climate parameters. The 

suitability of e.g. class IIIA, for a site and layout may be determined by directly comparing the 

estimated wind climate to the design class limits. If one or more climate parameters are 

exceeded, which is typical for Brazilian wind climates, the turbine manufacturer performs a load 

calculation to compare site loads to loads for the design class wind climate. This process is slow 

and impossible at early project stages before a manufacturer is chosen. 

The new approach named, Load Response, relies on a pre-calculated turbine response 

model. It includes two generic turbine models to allow preliminary load calculations before 

choosing a manufacturer and manufacturers can implement their own specific turbine models. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Most wind turbines are type certified according to IEC61400-1 [1], which defines the standard 

wind turbine design classes in Table 1. The Roman numeral is a wind speed class from I to III 

and the Latin letter is a turbulence class from A to C. Wind speed classes are characterized via 

Vref, an extreme wind speed with 50 years recurrence. Turbulence classes are characterized via 

Iref, a mean turbulence intensity at 15 m/s. Design class IA is strongest and IIIC weakest. 



 

 

Table 1: Wind turbine design classes in IEC 61400-1 [1]. 

Wind turbine class I II III S 
Vref [m/s] 50.0 42.5 37.5  

Values 
specified by 
the designer 

A    Iref [-] 0.16 
B    Iref [-] 0.14 
C    Iref [-] 0.12 

 

When developing a wind farm it is an important step to find the appropriate turbine design 

class, suitable for the on-site wind conditions. Finding the appropriate design class eases the 

turbine selection process by limiting the number of prospect turbine models. More importantly 

selecting a wrong wind turbine design class increases the risk of the project invest drastically. A 

too weak design class has significantly increased risk of turbine failure and shortened lifetime. A 

too strong design class results in increased capital costs and reduced feasibility.   

2 STEPS OF IEC61400-1 SUITABILITY ASSESSMENT 

Most sections of the IEC61400-1 ed.3 standard concern design issues of wind turbines, but 

section 11, “Assessment of a wind turbine for site-specific conditions”, describes the 

requirements for evaluation of site suitability assessment for a particular turbine design class. 

This section describes how to assess “…that the site-specific conditions do not compromise the 

structural integrity” of the wind turbine design class in question [1]. To make this assessment it 

defines a number of parameters, mainly relating to the wind climate, which must be estimated for 

each wind turbine position. These main parameters form a simplified characterization of the wind 

climate for each turbine and are listed in Table 2.  

Table 2: Main IEC checks for site conditions, and the limits. 

IEC main check IEC limit

Terrain complexity Ic

Extreme wind u50y < Vref

Effective turbulence σEff (u) < σ1(u, Iref) 

Wind distribution f(u) < Weibull(k=2, uMean=0.2Vref)

Wind shear 0 < αMean < 0.2

Inflow angle -8° < φMax < +8°

Air density ρMean < 1.225 kg/m3

 

The terrain complexity check is the odd one out of these main IEC checks. It results in a terrain 

complexity index (Ic) between 0 and 1. If Ic > 0 the IEC standard requires a correction applied to 

the measured turbulence and for Ic=1 this correction factor is 1.15, i.e. an increase of measured 

turbulence by 15%. For the other main checks, which all relate to the wind climate, the IEC 



 

 

standard defines acceptable limits. For effective turbulence and wind speed distribution these 

limits are a function of wind speed and relate to Iref and Vref in Table 1.The effective turbulence 

must also account for wake added turbulence. 

The standard states that the structural integrity of a wind turbine may be determined 

directly by reference to the above mentioned main wind climate checks, if they are all within the 

limits (section 11.9, [1]). If one or more of the checks are exceeded the standard requires that the 

structural integrity is demonstrated by a load calculation (section 11.10, [1]). A load calculation 

means running aero-elastic simulations using a detailed model of the wind turbine, simulating the 

loads for all components using a design lifetime of 20 years. The loads estimated for a wind 

turbine using the site specific climate parameters are OK if they are less than the loads using the 

climate parameters for the design class. Figure 1 summarizes these main steps of the IEC 

requirements for assessment of structural integrity, typically referred to as “site suitability”.  

 

Figure 1: Sketch of the workflow in an IEC 61400-1 site suitability assessment. Chapter numbers refer to [1]. 

 If the component loads are exceeded for the particular design class several options exist. 

For large exceedances a stronger design class may be tested and for moderate exceedances 

layout adjustments may reduce the wake effects and hence turbulence levels enough. Finally, a 

site may be completely rejected as unsuitable for standard wind turbine design classes.  



 

 

3 A NEW APPROACH TO SITE SUITABILITY – LOAD RESPONSE 

The new approach to site suitability applies when one or more of the IEC wind climate checks are 

exceeded and a fatigue load calculation is required. In this case the new approach can replace 

the standard fatigue load calculation by an advanced interpolation in pre-run load simulations for 

the site specific combination of wind climate parameters. This approach is very fast and the 

interpolation is accurate if the pre-run simulations are designed to cover the parameter 

combinations in a way, which precisely captures the important variations in the loads. Such an 

approach is called a response surface method, and hence the new approach has been named 

Load Response. Figure 2 illustrates the wind turbine fatigue load response as damage equivalent 

loads (DEL) for the blade root out-of-plane bending. Notice that the response and strong and 

almost linear to increased turbulence. The response to wind shear is also strong, but almost 

parabolic, whereas the response to air density and flow inclination is low. 

 

 

Figure 2: Blade root DEL for out-of-plane bending versus wind speed and turbulence intensity (top left), wind 
speed/wind shear (top right), wind speed/vertical inflow angle (bottom left), and wind speed/air density (bottom right).  



 

 

3.1 Load Response methodology 

Load Response is designed to capture the important variations in loads for each turbine 

component. In load calculations each wind turbine component is represented by a number of so-

called “sensors” e.g. out-of-plane bending moment or tower bottom fore-aft bending moment. In 

Load Response each sensor is represented by a separate response model at each wind speed 

bin. This effectively addresses the nonlinearity in the response as a function of wind speed. At 

each wind speed bin the response model of Box and Wilson [2] is applied to the four dimensional 

response space parameterized in turbulence intensity (Iref), wind shear, flow inclination and air 

density. This model has a very well-balanced trade-off between accuracy and the required pre-

calculation of loads and captures second order effects such as the parabolic response of wind 

shear, but also coupled effects such as how the shear response depends on the turbulence level. 

 Computational costs for establishing the Load Response model is comparable to full 

fatigue load calculations for 25 individual turbine positions. Once the Load Response model is 

established, a fatigue load calculation for a layout of e.g. 40 wind turbines takes a few seconds. 

 

3.2 Generic wind turbine response models 

The Load Response model comes with two generic wind turbine models to allow fatigue load 

calculations without input from a turbine manufacturer. The models cover two ranges of rotor 

diameters (RD), large turbines with RD ≥ 90m and smaller turbines with RD < 90m and are based 

on a standard onshore wind turbine design: 3 blades, gearbox, collective pitch, PID controller, 

steel tower. To represent the turbine components without excessive complexity a limited number 

of key sensors have been included (see Table 3). DEL abbreviates damage equivalent load and 

LDD load duration distribution. The latter describes fatigue accumulation in a gearbox. 

Table 3: Lis of components and sensors included for the generic turbine models. 

Component: Sensor:
Blade Root in-plane bending (DEL)

Root out-of-plane bending (DEL)

Tower Bottom for-aft bending (DEL)
Bottom side-to-side bending (DEL)

Nacelle Yaw bearing yaw bending (DEL)
Yaw bearing tilt bending (DEL)

Shaft Low speed shaft torque (DEL)
Low speed shaft torque (LDD)  



 

 

 The generic turbine models are validated against models of a commercial turbine 

manufacturer and cannot be published. However, the validation showed that estimating the most 

important quantity, turbine loads relative to design loads called “load index”, the generic models 

are accurate. For turbine models, which deviate significantly from the standard setup, the generic 

response models may be less representative, but this is still to be confirmed. 

3.3 Manufacturer specific response models and certification by TÜV SÜD 

Wind turbine manufacturers can implement their own turbines in Load Response to establish a 

more efficient interaction between their Wind and Site and the Load departments. Implemented 

models are protected by encryption and license control and the manufacturer decides with whom 

to share the files. In addition, the response method of Load Response is certified by TÜV SÜD to 

ensure consistency with IEC 61400-1 [1].  

4 EXAMPLES OF APPLICATION IN BRAZIL 

To demonstrate Load Response for Brazilian conditions, the following two examples use wind 

measurements from important wind power regions of Brazil: the south in the Serra Geral and the 

northeast coastal region. Both examples use the generic response model for large rotors and has 

a neighbor turbine at 5 RD in the main wind direction for a typical wake turbulence contribution. 

4.1 Southern Brazil - Serra Geral (class IIIA?) 

The on-site mean wind speed is 7.0 m/s and Weibull shape factor k = 2.2, at a hub height of 95m. 

Results of the main IEC checks are listed in Table 4: 

Table 4: Results for the main IEC checks 

IEC main check Result

Terrain complexity Complex, Ic = 1 (turbulence multiplied by 1.15)

Effective turbulence Partially exceeded, below 10 m/s

Wind distribution Partially exceeded, below 9 m/s 

Wind shear Exceeded, αMean = 0.27

Inflow angle OK, φMax = 5.6°

Air density OK, ρMean = 1.062 kg/m3

 

If assessed alone on the IEC main checks a class IIIA turbine is not suitable for this site. To 

assess the structural integrity according to [1] Table 5 shows the Load Response results.  

 



 

 

Table 5: Results for the fatigue loads using Load Response. 

Component: Sensor: Load Index:
Blade Root in-plane bending 96.9% OK

Root out-of-plane bending 81.6% OK

Tower Bottom for-aft bending 77.0% OK

Bottom side-to-side bending 71.6% OK

Nacelle Yaw bearing yaw bending 74.3% OK

Yaw bearing tilt bending 73.3% OK

Shaft Low speed shaft torque 85.8% OK

Low speed shaft torque, LDD 90.6% OK  

The results in Table 5 are load indices, i.e. loads normalized to the loads of design class IIIA. All 

main components have load indices below 100%, so class IIIA is suitable for this site regarding 

fatigue loads. 

4.2 Northeastern Brazil - Coastal site (IIIA or IIB?) 

On-site mean wind speed is 8.9 m/s and Weibull shape factor k = 3.6. For this site the suitability 

of a class IIIA and IIB is assessed with the following results of the IEC main checks: 

Table 6: Results for the main IEC checks. 

IEC main check Result

Terrain complexity Not complex, Ic = 0 

Effective turbulence OK, no exceedance (both IIB and IIIA)

Wind distribution Strongly exceeded, from 6 to 14 m/s (both IIB and IIIA)

Wind shear OK, αMean = 0.13

Inflow angle OK, φMax = 0°

Air density OK, ρMean = 1.174 kg/m3

 

Again, if suitability is assessed directly on the main IEC checks a class IIB is not suitable for this 

site. To evaluate the suitability based on fatigue loads require the Load Response results: 

Table 7: Results for the fatigue loads using Load Response. 

Component: Sensor: Load Index IIIA:   Load Index IIB:
Blade Root in-plane bending 98.7% OK 98.7% OK

Root out-of-plane bending 74.1% OK 76.5% OK

Tower Bottom for-aft bending 70.8% OK 77.8% OK

Bottom side-to-side bending 67.2% OK 66.7% OK

Nacelle Yaw bearing yaw bending 75.2% OK 81.1% OK

Yaw bearing tilt bending 75.6% OK 80.3% OK

Shaft Low speed shaft torque 84.1% OK 91.9% OK

Low speed shaft torque, LDD 102.2%           FAILED! 96.9% OK  



 

 

For class IIIA shaft/gearbox loads are exceeded, but for class IIB all load indices are less than 

100%, so a class IIB is suitable for this site regarding fatigue loads. 

5 CONCLUSION 

This paper has presented a new approach to provide very fast and accurate wind turbine 

suitability assessments. The potential of the approach to  typical Brazilian wind climates has been  

documented using two real examples of wind measurements from the south and the northeast of 

Brazil.  

A software tool, Load Response, has been developed, which implements the response 

surface method and allows estimation of fatigue loads even before a manufacturer has been 

addressed. This is possible by including two generic wind turbine models, which represent 

turbines with rotor diameters above and below 90m, respectively.  

Turbine manufacturers can implement their own specific wind turbine response models, 

either for in-house use or to share with selected clients such as large project developers to 

enable them to perform accurate fatigue load assessments, and hence design better layouts.  

The response surface method of Load Response has been certified by TÜV SÜD. 
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